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About This Content

The Hustle Cat Soundtrack features 9 original tracks by Samm Neiland, a Karaoke version of the title song L U V, as well as
commentary provided by the artist himself! All tracks are presented in high quality MP3 format.
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This game feels like a sloppy port of the mobile version. It promises HD graphics, but all I saw was a tablet game pretending
that it is a PC game, complete with a bordered "HD" fullscreen mode. It is also laden with frameskips, broken sound, and CTDs.
I am very disappointed, this game would have had great potential.. This game has a lot of soul put into it, and has a great
potential.

I will keep this because I want to support the devs, I really want to see a polished version of this game.

But buyers beware, it's ridden with bugs that manage to ruin the gameplay very frequently, so purchase at your own risk..
TERRIBLE rail shooter with bad graphics, guns with no presence, silly. Ground forces (armored vehicles) get stuck on
impenetrable and un-crushable objects like small tree's and shrubs. Totally unplayable for ground forces.

Image: https:\/\/i.redd.it\/oom70034akt21.png. Abstract golf, which seemed to me difficult, upsets the moments when you fall,
until you have received any points, I will try again later. Don't be fooled by the Fanservice.

This game is just a BASIC hack and slash with little going for it.
Seriously Waves after waves of the same enemies on boring maps with a dull plot.

Don't waste your money unless this is on sale for like 3$. Diesel Railcar Simulator is a fantastic train sim that focuses
specifically on British diesel trains. The sim already has many features that other train sims are currently lacking in and despite
being an early access title is already in a fully playable state.

Pros:

-Realistic physics. The trains moves and sways realistically so you really feel like your driving one of these trains.
-Timetable feature which allows you to choose what route you want to drive and how much time it will take to complete.
-The world feels much more alive that in other train sims due to the timetable feature as while you are driving other trains are
also trying to complete their routes. None of this is scripted so you can end getting delayed or having to wait as another train
needs to pass by. This also adds an extra layer of challenge as you won't necessarily know how a run will end up like.
-Unique art style for a train sim. Can't quite put my finger on it but definitely gives a sense of nostalgia and warmth. It is not
aiming to be realistic graphically ie. cold and sterile.
-The intergrated tutorial system is a fantastic idea and so far the only train sim that I know of to include this feature. As you
drive you can choose whether the controls show up on screen dynamically. This is a great way to quickly learn the controls. You
can also relinquish control to the ai to observe how the ai drives as well. As you get better you can turn these helpers off and
choose what to have displayed on the hud.
-Sound design is great. You can really hear the creaks and rattling of the train as it moves.
-Good performance. Even on a laptop it runs well and feels optimized even in early access form. You don't need a beefy
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computer to play this.

Cons:

-Lack of variety in the landscape. Currently there is not much variey in the way of environments that you'll be driving through.
Sparse British countryside is pretty much all you get currently as well as some small towns and villages. Hopefully there will be
more variety in the final product. What is available is not bad but just too repetitive at the moment.
-Graphically it isn't the most detailed sim. Again this is something that will hopefully improve as time goes on.
-No nighttime driving. The timetable ends just after dusk.
-No weather options. I mean it takes place in England. Rain should be a given.

Neither pros nor cons:
-The routes are fictional so if you are looking for accurate real world routes this not where you will find it. I don't mind
personally as I feel the develper can have more freedom and creativity in the creation of the routes included by making them
fictional.
-A manual would be nice. While the tutorial system/tooltips included are good it would be great to have a manual that would
explain in greater detail the gameplay systems especially for complete train newbies.

Overall Diesel Railcar Simulator is shaping up to be one of the best train sims available. Runs great and is accessible to anyone
who is interested in driving British DMU trains while providing plenty of content without any of the money grubbing seen in
other sims.. I have tried this out with Starseed Gallery Ep 2 and it really makes a huge difference over the blink mode of
transportation. It feels very natural and I didn't experience any nausea. Excited to try this with other games soon.. The 3rd
screenshot has a green\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like plant complete with two leaf-balls and a green anatomically
correct tip. This is a subliminal message from the authors - this game sucks. Stay away, one of the few titles I would like erased
from my Steam list. It's non-functional and ugly.
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Just like any other mobile game, cheap and made for killing time, except there are far better ones. The overly simplistic
HOMAM-like combat is the only additional thing this game has going for it, but it still has that rotten, annoying system where
you have to constantly click to gather stuff to progress, and it gets tedious fast.

Unlike other games from this genre, nothing gets collected when you're not playing, so it's required that you waste your time
clicking a lot. It seems like the game has decent amount of content, but focus of the game is tedious clicking and micro-
managing same things again and again, monotonous without any challenge or possibility to automate things. It's just not worth
your time, let alone your money.

BTW: The game is not a resource management simulator, because there would have to be some resource management to begin
with. You just click, and numbers raise, you control everything. If you don't have enough resources, you just click some more.
That's all there is to it. It has nothing to do with actual building strategies involving resource management like Anno or Caesar..
7.5/10
Okay Anger Management Game.. Perfect standing room game if that's your thing. Otherwise very fun and challenging.. I do
think that this is a great mod but it's just to buggy and the gameplay macanics aren't good enough. So Other people might think
this is good but overall it's just not that fun.. I don't get it.. Borealis is described as a Zen game. I've heard that Z word all
throughout my life, but it wasn't until I played this game that I realized what it was supposed to mean. The goal of the game is
for you to move your cursor as slow as possible while dodging as many of the incoming lines as possible. It's a game that prides
itself on simplicity and calmness... which is why I cannot recommend it.

This calmness actually turns out to be frustrating, because it's not what I want in a video game. I find video games allow me to
inject myself into another world and perform actions to affect that world. Whether that means shooting everything in sight in a
bullet hell (Beat Hazard, Ring Runner: Flight of the Sages, etc.), changing lanes on a highway to hit audio blocks (Audiosurf), or
driving into an enemy car (any racing game), there's always an interesting and almost open-ended cause-and-effect.

Instead, Borealis forces you to a 2D movement system with your mouse to avoid incoming lines, and that is it. There's nothing
else to do in the game except that, for infinity. It frustrates me because I want to speed boost out of the area. I want to set off a
bomb to reset the screen. I want to equip dual guns on a spaceship and blow those lines to bits. Borealis is more restrictive than
liberating.

If I wanted a Zen experience, I would use a guided meditation from YouTube.. Great soundtrack! If you enjoy the OSt while
playing, you will probably enjoy Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Soundtrack while doing other things.. really good,
underrated game. Having a Bad day?
Wanna Relieve some Stress?
Play the Mini Game, It would be fun
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